The kinetics of intact microsome glucose-6-phosphatase are sigmoid at physiologic glucose 6-phosphate concentrations.
The kinetics of rat liver glucose-6-phosphatase (D-glucose-6-phosphate phosphohydrolase, EC 3.1.3.9) were studied with intact and detergent-disrupted microsomes from normal and diabetic rats. Glucose-6-P concentrations employed (12 microM to 1.0 mM) spanned the physiologic range. With the enzyme of intact microsomes from both groups, plots of v versus [glucose-6-P] were sigmoid. Hanes plots (i.e. [glucose-6-P]/v versus [glucose-6-P]) were biphasic (concave upwards). A Hill coefficient of 1.45 was determined with substrate concentrations between 12 and 133 microM. Disruption of microsomal integrity abolished these departures from classic kinetic behavior, indicating that sigmoidicity may result from cooperative interaction of glucose-6-P with the glucose-6-phosphatase system at the substrate translocase specific for glucose-6-P. With the enzyme from normal rats the [glucose-6-P] at which the enzyme was maximally sensitive to variations in [glucose-6-P] (which we term "Smax"), determined from plots of dv/d [glucose-6-P] versus [glucose-6-P], was in the physiologic range. The Smax of 0.13 mM corresponded well with the normal steady-state hepatic [glucose-6-P] of 0.16 mM, consistent with glucose-6-phosphatase's function as a regulatory enzyme. With the diabetic enzyme, in contrast, values were 0.30 and 0.07 mM for the Smax and steady-state level, respectively. We suggest that the decreasing sensitivity of glucose-6-phosphatase activity to progressively diminishing glucose-6-P concentration, inherent in its sigmoid kinetics, constitutes a mechanism for the preservation of a residual pool of glucose-6-P for other hepatic metabolic functions in the presence of elevated concentrations of glucose-6-phosphatase such as in diabetes.